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Dear reader,
This new SMARTreport is your window to the digitalout-of-home world, putting the spotlight on new
solutions and partnerships.
In this edition, Mark Pigou of Screen Events gives his
outlook for the market and explains why his London
event has become so successful. You will also find an
exclusive interview with Dominic Lyle, Director General
of the European Association of Communication
Agencies (EACA), who reveals what it takes to run a
successful advertising DOOH network.
Daniella Plastinina
DOOH Project Manager
Tel : +33 4 12 22 80 61
daniella.plastinina@cleverdis.com

cleverdooh.org

Follow us to discover the interactive shopping
experience with Intel and check out the case studies
from Sony, C-nario and TMM Communications.
Microsoft, Minicom, Hyundai, Planar, Scala, Magenta
Research, Ubisign, MMD and AOPen present you their
latest news and announcements.
In the next edition we will take an in-depth look at
the convergence of out-of-home, digital signage and
mobile, and the opportunities of addressing today’s
savvy public through new media.
Meanwhile, I wish you happy reading and look forward
to meeting you at Screenmedia expo 2011!
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The Market / Trends

Trends
Mark Pigou of Screenmedia Expo Gives us the Lowdown on the
Show… and on Groundswell Tendencies
2011 expo will undoubtedly
be the best yet! We are more
bullish than ever about the
prospects for the digital signage
and digital out of home sectors
in the coming year.
Infrastructure costs are coming down and
content and measurement tools are getting
better and better. The most important
message is the convergence of all digital
place-based media platforms with mobile
integration,
interactive
technologies,
augmented reality, 3D and social media
applications entering the fray and offering
a seamless transition of digital place based
media content for end users to work with.
Screenmedia expo is evolving beyond
just digital signage and digital out of
home to become the forum for all digital
place-based media technologies and
applications. This is where the future lies
and where the growth of the industry will
be achieved. We’re living in exciting times!

OUTLOOK FOR 2011/2012

Mark Pigou
Managing Director
Screen Events Ltd
mark@screenevents.co.uk
Mark Pigou has worked in the B2B events sector since 2002. He launched Screen Events Ltd in 2004
as a vehicle for conferences and exhibitions for the emerging Digital Signage sector and held the first
ever conference for the industry in 2004. The Screenmedia expo trade show remains one of Europe’s
longest running & largest dedicated event for the industry.
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Most business forecasts are concentrating
on the state of the broader economy, but
I think it’s safe to say that this sector has
already weathered pretty much the worst
that the forces of recession could throw at
it and not felt the hurt too much: indeed, it’s
very possible that “coming of age” during
a downturn helped us avoid dotcomstyle over-exuberance and the inevitable
pain that follows. Of course, the condition
of other industries will have a profound
influence on the scale of rollouts, on order
levels for DOOH systems suppliers, and on
advertising sales and rates. But beyond that,
I believe most of the biggest forces shaping

© DR

Integration with mobile and
social media may be the biggie…

our sector in 2011 will be specifically media
and technology trends, rather than state-ofthe-nation stuff. More big names will enter
the sector. We’ve already seen Microsoft,
Cisco, Intel, NEC, HP, Tech Data and others
making apparently serious commitments. I
expect to see others from the systems side,
providing underlying technologies rather
than DOOH applications as such. Also very
likely we’ll see some big media owners take
an interest and agencies too.
“Measurement”… You knew I was going
to say that, didn’t you? Because in DOOH,
every year is the year of metrics. But
actually, I am not sure that 2011 will be when
the universally accepted gold standard
emerges. More important in the long run
we must spend time as a community
discussing not the nitty-gritty of how we
measure, but exactly what it is we want to
measure. There will be multiple answers,
with different parties – advertisers, retailers,
corporate networks – needing different
metrics to address the question of whether
their screens are doing the job. Every year
is, of course, also the year of content. It’ll
get even better in 2011.

cleverdooh.org

A few more DOOH-dedicated content
shops will emerge; bigger agencies’ creative
departments will employ more DOOH
specialists. Integration with mobile and
social media may be the biggie. It’s already
not remarkable when a Times Square
billboard features Facebook feeds or text
messages. We’ll know this integration has
really arrived for good when it’s standard
on much more modest screens – when you
can use your phone to give a Facebook
“like” to items on a digital menu board, for
example.
Other enhancements like 3D and touch
interfaces will also become steadily more
ubiquitous. The principle driving this, as
well as mobile and social integration, is that
the out-of-home screen is not just a TV on
the street or in the mall: it’s a new platform
which may look vaguely TV-like, but is best
suited to messaging and communication
in entirely different ways. Digital cinema will
rapidly seize much more market share from
35mm film in every advanced economy
and make the movie theatre ever more
part of this sector, with the ability to link
advertising directly into DOOH networks.

As for the back-end systems, I reckon
cloud
computing/software-as-a-service
(SaaS) models will continue to strengthen
their hold over DOOH, for exactly the same
reasons as they are in a multiplicity of other
sectors. That doesn’t mean digital-signage
networks running on local hardware will
vanish overnight, but they’ll slowly become
the exception, rather than the rule.
The retail sector will continue to shine, not
necessarily networks in grocery chains
as in the past but shopping malls, retail
outlets, restaurant and self service sectors
will see continued growth. Public access,
local government, transport and corporate
communications are other areas where
I see continued solid growth and a rosy
outlook.
This reflects not only my opinions but
also those of many contacts. Having
been in this sector now for 7 years and
experienced many false dawns, there is
definitely a buzz in the air and a feeling that
2011 will see the industry make significant
progress and convergence will drive us
towards a truly comprehensive digital
place base media future.
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Exhibit at the
Connected World
where Broadcast, IT, Telecoms
and Consumer Technologies meet
The last few years have seen a
revolution in the development and
delivery of broadcast content.
Innovations in consumer devices,
combined with the emergence of
IP-based distribution technologies
have transformed viewers from
passive receptors to active selectors
of globally distributed content.
The Connected World will
showcase the new technologies
driving this revolution - under one
roof. Specific feature areas within
the Connected World will include
Mobile TV and IPTV Zones and the
Connected Home of the future.

The Connected World will feature
many of the most exciting
technologies currently impacting
the broadcast industry, including
set-top boxes, hybrid TVs, LCDs,
netbooks, games consoles,
tablets, mobile phones and other
consumer devices, and provide
exhibitors with the opportunity
to connect with IBC’s 48,000+
visitors at the heart of the
broadcast industry’s leading event.
The Connected World
at IBC2011
For more information or to
exhibit at the Connected
World – IBC2011 contact:
Clare Sturzaker
+44 (0)1342 717459
csturzaker@bpl-business.com

In association with IT Europa & BPL Broadcast Ltd

cleverdooh.org

the European specialists in TV and radio
audience measurement, as well as new
specialist measurement companies, are
now applying their know-how to this
market, and the result is that advertisers

DOOH, A Veritable
Advertising
Medium

© DR

T

he question is occasionally asked,
“When does Digital Signage
become an advertising medium in
its own right?”
The answer is, “When the ad agencies sit
up and take notice!”
Digital Out Of Home can say today that
it is starting to become one of the key
media chosen by ad planners in top
agencies, which was not the case before.
Several factors have led to this change
in paradigm for the ad planners. The first
is the point at which the market reaches
“critical mass” – enough faces in front of
displays in a single screen network so that
it might be compared to a TV channel in
terms of CPM (Cost per thousand) and
Gross Rating Points (reach within CPM of
a particular target market). This is in fact
the only way an ad agency is logically able
to explain ad spend to a client. Digital
Out of Home as a medium thus “fits
into a hole”, the shape of which is able
to be described by the ad planners to
their clients. In addition to this, there are
particular benefits to DOOH that cannot
be had elsewhere. The main one is the
ability to display enticing video (or static)
advertising very close to a Point of Sale,
thus whetting the appetite for consumers to
buy that product. This may be a promotion
for a particular brand of jeans in a large
department store, or for a particular new
car model in an area spattered with car
dealers. Companies such as Harris - who
have been in the TV and radio broadcast
business for years - and Médiamétrie –

© DR

Analysis

are finally able to get the feedback which
is essential to them in order to invest. This
trend towards maturity will continue as ad
networks grow, and increasingly become
an essential, complementary part of the
global agency ad spend.
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Analysis

Successful Digital Media
The Evolution of How Media Agencies see DOOH

Dominic Lyle is the Director
General of the European
Association of Communications
Agencies, an organisation that
brings together the advertising,
media and sales promotions
agencies across Europe. Here,
in an exclusive interview, he
explains the importance of
DOOH to European media
agencies and how he sees
DOOH being used in the future.

Dominic Lyle
Director-General of EACA
Dominic Lyle is the Director-General of EACA, the European Association of
Communications Agencies, which represents the interests of commercial
communications agencies in Europe. He was appointed to EACA in May
2002, having previously spent 25 years in the communications business.
Since joining EACA, he has co-ordinated major initiatives for the European
agencies in areas such as Sustainable Development, Corporate Social
Responsibility, obesity, alcoholic beverages, advertising to children, selfregulation and effective advertising awards. Dominic is a regular speaker at
industry events and international award shows.
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In the EACA’s Euromonitor report
released last June, it was reported that
new interactive media would be an
important factor for clients. How true is
this now, and how is the importance of
this medium growing?
There is massive growth in interactive
web based communication and certainly
during the recession and after, the majority
of incremental business has been in this
space. The word ‘digital’ is out of date
because nowadays everything has a digital
component, which makes it impossible
to separate it from ‘traditional’ advertising
techniques. In my opinion, there needs
to be an understanding of how to blend
DOOH into a standard advertising package.
What tends to happen with new
technologies is that customers find it hard
to move out of their comfort zone. That’s
why, on the web, we have seen a lot of
display, banners and videos that effectively
translated traditional advertising to a web
space. Now, it’s completely different and
they’re optimising it. Advertisers need to
find new ways to engage consumers in
conversations. This is a process we are
going through at the moment.

...there needs to be an
understanding of how
to blend DOOH into
a standard advertising
package.

Advertising
What importance do communication
agencies place on digital out of home
communication today?
Generally speaking, OOH has consisted of
mostly static or 2-3 revolving ads. Now we
are increasingly seeing video in what used
to be a poster. The London Underground
is a good example. But they are still using
the old way of advertising in a new format.
Where I think it is going to be hugely exciting
is the possibility of interaction between
humans and posters. In Japan, for example,
you can flash your mobile phone in front of
a barcode to get additional information or
access the company website. These types
of interactions through new technologies
are a hugely exciting area that needs to
be exploited. Traditionally, out of home has
been a pure advertising medium. What
hasn’t yet been explored is what happens
when you provide content and now, this is
as important as advertising.
Clients are hesitant because they are
cautious. They ask themselves questions
like “Will it work, should I be the first to
invest?”, especially now during the crisis.
But as we look around in other parts of the
world, you see that it is becoming more
omnipresent and it is a good indication of
how the future will be.
Do you feel media agencies are
approaching digital out of home media
in the right way?
Some are and some aren’t. There are some
that are lagging behind. But I think the
agencies’ biggest problem is not coming up
with new ideas, but actually overcoming this
idea that digital media has to be separate.
There is almost always a separate digital
section in an agency. While it is blurring
around the edges a bit and there are
agencies who have completely integrated,
it is not the case with all the agencies. So
I think they need to seamlessly integrate
cleverdooh.org

digital media and offer it as part of a
complete solution. I also think clients need
to be braver about embracing new ideas.
Agencies are blocked because they are not
fully comfortable with the medium and thus
hesitate in integrating. It’s happening, but it’s
a painful process.
What should DOOH industry players
be doing to make it head in the right
direction?
I think what breaks down barriers is
knowledge, and industry players can
certainly help by explaining not only the
technological potential, but especially the
financial potential as clients want to know
how they can make money. Monetizing
new media is something many people are
struggling with because the ROI is lower
than traditional advertising. So it’s a battle
in the agency to keep their numbers up and
at the same time understand how it works.
If the DOOH industry can help break down
those barriers, it would be a great help.
Audience measurement, for example, can
help with calculating ROI, but it is a complex
area. You need to measure multiple factors,
such as how many people are passing by,
who’s looking at the site, the geographical
location, the way the panels are setup,
individual reactions and so on.
What mistakes have been made until
now?
Perhaps not mistakes, but I think DOOH
has been a bit slow to be introduced
considering that the technology has existed
for a while. It’s disappointing that we are
getting just straight video billboards and I
don’t think it’s the best use of it. And I would
like to see more interactivity because while
a moving billboard is eye-catching, the
added aspect of interactivity would attract
a lot of people and also from a commercial

point of view, allow clients to engage with
their potential clients. Communication is
now shifting towards involving consumers
in conversations, rather than focusing on
‘push’ sales, so if you want to be successful,
you need to engage your clients. If you’re
part of a conversation, digital signage has to
reflect and further that conversation.
Looking out, say four or five years, what
will the scenario be like?
I don’t think technological changes will lead
to more OOH because there are a limited
number of physical OOH locations. If you
look at Moscow, there is so much OOH that
they have begun cutting it back. So it has
reached a saturation point where people
will start to get overloaded. There might be
some places that can still be exploited, but
in developed countries I think it’s already
done. The growth must come from how
you use the medium. At the moment, OOH
accounts for around 5-10% of the average
campaign budget. The interesting thing will
be to see if, in the future, digitalisation will
increase its share of the budget or if it will
carry on at the same level.

CONTACT
EACA
152 Blvd. Brand Whitlock
B-1200 Brussels, Belgium
Tel: (32-2) 740 07 10
info@eaca.be
http://www.eaca.be
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Agency Awakening
Allan McLennan, President/Founder, PADEM Group talks
about the evolution of out of home media – and why agencies
are waking-up.
Many people were drawn-in at the beginning of Digital Out of Home media to the idea that a system
could easily pay for itself with advertising, while as we know, it was not a simple task. We asked Allan
McLennan to give us some ideas as to just which way the market is progressing today, in particular
looking at the hotel and hospital markets… two sectors that we believe are currently at a turning point…
There is a new business model emerging.
Literally up to the past 12-18 months, the
cost per Gross Rating Point had been a
problem, because the reach was minimal.
But that said, like Over-the-Top services
and advanced broadband television, the
quality of the recipient has started to go
way up. Consequently the value of that
audience is becoming more real, versus
what the agencies have seen for decades.
This evolution has very much been linked to
the acceptance of the consumer, the viewer,
the hospital patient, or the houseguest in a
hotel to advertising that is acceptable and
not intrusive or time wasting. What we have
learned over time, coming from years in the
agency business as well as the technical
business, is that we have learned how to
create advertising that is compelling and
accepting to the individual who is now
viewing it on private networks. Let’s face it…
a 60-second spot just doesn’t work on a
network that the individual is passing by on.
A 20-second spot even on the web can be
too long, if the person is anxious to get to their
content. So the smart agency people have
been able to figure out the creative content
and the messaging and that has been
more accepting from the viewer, because
information advertising is very important
for the individual who is interested in doing
things or acquiring things in any particular
location. Even as recently as 18 months
or two years ago, the general population
of most marketplaces – particularly the
United States – but even in Europe, but not
so much in France and the UK, because

cleverdooh.org

the interactive television components in
the home from the Red Button to Canal
Plus, have been around for at least half a
decade. There, people are a little bit more
familiar with accessing interactive content
and consequently choosing the advertising
when they want to see it. The ease and
familiarity now in the marketplace in having
information and media in a somewhat
“on demand” means has become more
real. So what we’re coming down to is
that the psychology of the marketplace
today is more accepting for new forms
of information gathering or “advertising”,
because due advances in media distribution
are becoming more accepted. People are
becoming comfortable with receiving video
on the Smartphones… the same video that
can be distributed on the Internet. So it is
becoming more commonplace that this kind
of “advertising” is being more accepted. On
a “three screen experience” (eds: TV, PC
and hand-held), individuals can now have
what they were used to in their homes on
their TV screens. In other words, this is part
of a greater movement towards people
receiving coherent and fluid messages
outside their normal home environment. It’s
no longer a question of how difficult it is to
establish distribution networks, but more
about how to establish a good programming
environment. This basis of understanding
comes from decades in the agency and
technology environments and networking
and the distribution of messaging and
programming to the individual as well as to
the masses.

Allan
McLennan
President/Founder
The PADEM Group
Advisor/analyst/consultant Allan McLennan
has held senior executive, strategic and
operational positions with global advertising
agencies (Saatchi, Grey) in the launch and
management of some of the world’s largest
and strongest brands (Lexus, P&G), all
leading to his direct involvement, evolution
and launch of offerings in Digital Signage,
Advanced/Connected TV, and Mobile
entertainment content worldwide.
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Case Study
The TMM Communication Directory Page
on cleverdooh.org

PoS Communication
Digital Out of Home Media and Differentiated
Communication at Point of Sale
OVERVIEW
With more than 500 agencies in France,
Avis recently upgraded its DOOH network
to optimise its PoS communication on
their brand, products and promotions.
While Avis first used print communication
in their agencies, digital displays first
appeared in 2005, with the rollout of
plasma screens all broadcasting the same
message, updated irregularly. In 2008,
it was decided that a veritable DOOH
solution should be put in place allowing for
individualised content to be broadcasted
at each agency. The initial rollout
concerned the top 35 Avis agencies in
France. This new screen network allowed
for the development of a more reactive and
efficient communication, adapted to the
current and local needs of each agency.
Since Avis’s marketing department
wanted to centrally manage all content,
they looked for a solution that would be
simple to run and offer broad functions in
terms of adaptability of content. Moreover,
the solution had to be “turnkey”, with no
surprises in financial terms.

a crucial location to promote the brand
and its services. It is therefore essential to
optimise the time during which the client is
in the agency to develop the most efficient
marketing operation possible.
Monnier explained that after the first
trial of the digital network, “we wanted

THE ISSUES
According to Arnaud Monnier, head of
network marketing, in charge of PoS
promotions: “From the beginning, it was
important to know and precisely define
what was needed in terms of digital
signage. I think that, as TMM did with us,
the fact of closely detailing the client’s
needs allowed for a wiser choice between
the different technical solutions available,
in order to orient towards the best adapted
solution.”
A car rental company such as Avis is
primarily in contact with the customer
when he or she enters one of its agencies
to rent a vehicle. Thus, Point-of-Sale is

another, by locally tailoring the messages.”
Avis therefore wanted to be able to manage
all content via the central marketing office,
in order to have full control. This implied the
search for a system that would be simple
to update daily, with playlists specific to
regions or even individual agencies.

Arnaud
Monnier
Head of Network
Marketing, Avis France

to broadcast live content that not only
could be updated easily, but with different
information on different screens. For
example, we wanted to be able to push
a product that was less successful in one
specific region, or put the spotlight on a
vehicle present in one agency but not
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THE SOLUTION
A tender was launched, with not only
precise details in terms of sales and
marketing, but also linked to IT constraints.
Initiating the project, Arnaud Monnier
explained that TMM was chosen due to
its capacity to supply a complete turnkey

SMARTreport Commercial Content

solution with full control of all costs: “We
explained clearly that we wanted a simple,
fluid, turnkey solution, precisely indicating
the budgetary limitations. The result is that
we have a complete and flexible solution,
for which we know the monthly costs,
without any surprises in financial terms.
TMM was closely involved and advised
us at all stages of the project, beginning
upstream.This was important because
while I am responsible for the project
internally, I myself was a novice in the
field of DOOH. Furthermore, TMM offers
a complete post-sales support from the
creation of a ‘user guide’ right up to taking
charge of any technical problems that may
arise. Often times, TMM is aware of any
problems before me, thanks to remote
monitoring, and they can react in a very
fluid and transparent manner.”

ROLLOUT
After clearly defining the requirements
of content updating, Monnier says the
solution perfectly fitted the needs of Avis:
“TMM supplied a solution adapted to
the Scala software and gave me training,
which allowed me to update the content
myself.”
The video loop on each screen is made
up of a basic trunk, which is screened in

cleverdooh.org

all agencies, presenting
global products and
ser vices: the vehicle
fleet, loyalty programmes
and special offers. Then,
depending upon location,
more specific content is added. For
example, agencies at train stations run
“Train + Avis” spots. Images are dynamic,
including video. “Video adds life as
opposed to static images. It helps clients
remain patient when they are queuing,
while allowing them to discover and better
understand our product offerings,” says
Monnier.

BENEFITS
Monnier says a great deal of positive
feedback has come from fellow
marketing and sales operatives within the
organisation: “The return is very positive,
because they now have an efficient and
reactive way to communicate on punctual
themes. Moreover, we can also increasingly
communicate on our partnerships such as
that with the SNCF (eds: French Railways),
or special operations linked, for example,
to trade shows. We believe we can further
optimise the system and its impact. Then
we can pursue its rollout to the rest of our
agencies.”

CONTACT
TMM Communication
4 rue des Frères Lumière
ZI des Ebisoires
78370 Plaisir / France
Tel: +33 (0)1 30 55 79 25
www.tmmcom.fr
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010 was a year that marked
the arrival of a number of new
technologies in the digital signage
sphere… technologies that this year will
drive the market.
In the past year, the big guns finally “truly”
arrived in the digital signage market in
the shape of Microsoft and Intel, while
consumer markets woke-up to the new
world of 3D TV… which will also have a flow
on factor into digital signage.
So what does all this mean? Put simply, Intel,
as the world’s number one manufacturer
of processors in PCs, has turned simple
screens (TVs and commercial displays) into
veritable computers in their own right, with
new specific “chips” that make displays
“smart”. Indeed, the term “SmartDisplay”
that was coined several years ago by Bill
Gates, but which never really took off, has
today become a reality! Installers and other
professionals in the field are also calling this
“embedded” technology, as the systems
are embedded in the screen. The evolution
of touch screen technologies has made this
all the more exciting, as interactive kiosks
now become very intuitive and easy to run.
Add to this the new software platform
developed by Microsoft, the new version of
“Windows Embedded”, and we have some
very powerful tools out in the market.
3D will also be an interesting factor – and
of course in the area of digital signage 3D
screens have to be “glasses free”. Good
news is that at the recent CES show in Las
Vegas, we witnessed some new displays
(primarily by Toshiba) that bring glasses-

cleverdooh.org

free 3D one step closer to becoming reality.
They will be on the market this year!
Add to this the advances in simple LCD
display technology (LED backlighting)
meaning screens are slimmer and brighter
than ever before, as well as new improved
software sprouting up in several areas, and
the future looks very interesting indeed!

Embedded,
Interactive and 3D...

© Intel

© Intel

New
Technologies
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Are You Keeping an Eye on your
Network?
The Importance of Remote Access Management
While remote access management is not a new concept, it
has become important in DOOH networks. Danny Lev, Director
of Product Management at Minicom Digital Signage, tells us
more about why remote access management for DOOH is so
important.
Remote access is one aspect of digital
signage management that gives you
the ability to reduce human resources
onsite, thereby reducing operational
costs. The convenience of remote access
management is the fact that the network
can be easily managed from anywhere.
Remote management gives value to any
network.

Danny Lev
Director of Product Management
Minicom Digital Signage
Danny Lev is the Director of Product
Management at Minicom Digital Signage.
Danny brings over 14 years of experience
and multidisciplinary knowledge in Product
Management and Marketing Strategy of
Media and Data communication systems
for the service provider, enterprise and
consumer markets. Prior to joining Minicom
Digital Signage, Danny served as a VP of
Product Management at Yoggie Security
Systems where he was responsible for
leading the development of innovative
enterprise and consumer mobility solutions.
Danny holds an MBA from Tel Aviv University
and a BSc degree with honors from the
Technion Israel’s Institute of Technology.

GALLERY SEMINAR ROOM 3
Wednesday May 18th 2011,
14:00 to 17:00

How does one go about setting up a
remote access management system?
It depends on how many sites you’re
managing. A typical medium-large size
network would often require software,
such as our Screengate Management
Gateway onsite, which automatically links
to all the devices on the site in order to
gather information and enable accessing
them remotely. The software then enables
access to the devices to get information
and have remote access. In other cases,
where the site is small, the software can
communicate with the devices remotely.
What are the advantages?
Mostly, it would be to reduce operational
costs and increase system value. Because
you don’t need to have people onsite all
the time operational costs are reduced. The
system automatically collects information,
logs and reports. It gives you the ability
to administer or monitor the system from
a distance and react more quickly. This
improves system value since the system
has higher uptime. It’s the ability to be there
without being there.
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Our solution allows staff to access their
network through a mobile or smartphone.
This comes in handy on larger networks,
where a lot of the staff is mobile. So while
you may be onsite at one area, it is often
necessary to have remote access to the
central server, while simply monitoring the
network at distance.
Which market would this be best for?
Remote access management best suits
markets that are looking for the highest
ROI or should work continuously … what
we call business critical and mission critical
networks. Most of the ad-driven networks
become business critical because of ROI
targets. By law, transportation digital signage
needs to work at all times, so to monitor the
network at all times is critical.
How is your solution different?
With 20 years legacy offering media
distribution and remote access solutions,
and as one of the first actors in the digital
signage marketplace powering over
400,000 displays world-wide, we have
developed a platform which answers
specific needs of digital signage systems.
Our unique solutions enable end-toend proof of performance for maximum
accountability using innovative media
delivery monitoring technology, reduced
integration costs, remote management of a
wide array of display types, automation for
network tasks for optimising the business
process as well as maximum network
uptime.

The AOpen & the MMD Directory Pages

SMARTreport Commercial Content
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AOpen and MMD Bundle Their Forces
Leading Hardware Vendors Announce a Bundled Digital
Signage Solution
AOpen Computer BV Europe and MMD, the company behind Philips
branded public signage solutions, announce the upcoming release
of an AOpen Digital Engine® bundled with Philips Public Signage
displays with Smart Insert. The combination offers customers a
completely tested and certified digital signage platform, providing
customers with a reliable and open hardware solution.

James Hua
General Manager
AOpen Computer BV Europe

Wilfred De Man
Director Sales & Marketing
EMEA, MMD Monitors & Displays

CONTACT

AOpen Computer BV Europe
Mrs. Gabriëlle Offringa
Marketing Manager Europe
Phone: +31 (0)736466400
www.aopen.com

MMD Monitors & Displays
Mr. Tom Ringhs
Marketing Manager EMEA
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Phone: +31 (0)205046900
www.philips.com/
publicsignagesolutions

Stand E15
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MMD is a wholly owned company of
TPV established in 2009 through a brand
license agreement with Philips. MMD
exclusively markets and sells Philips
branded LCD displays worldwide. By
combining the Philips brand promise with
TPV’s manufacturing expertise in displays,
MMD uses a fast and focused approach
to bringing innovative products to market.
Through its network of local sales agents,
MMD works with all major European IT
distributors and resellers.
AOpen has more than 10 years of IT
hardware manufacturing experience
along with keen insights into IT industry
trends that help drive the growth of
AOpen. As a leading manufacturer
of digital signage hardware solutions
worldwide, AOpen keeps expanding
its products and services for digital
signage and other vertical application
markets. With in-depth market
knowledge, they can offer advice for
complete digital signage platform
solutions. They have also cultivated a
sophisticated ecosystem of premium
solution providers to offer its solutions via its
value added channel network to the market.
According to James Hua, General
Manager AOpen Computer BV Europe,
“MMD is a strong multimedia display vendor
and therefore a good choice to bundle our
forces with. We will offer a bundled package,
which makes it easy for our customers to

install a digital signage hardware platform
that is tested and certified, allowing for a
reliable and cost efficient solution.”
Early 2010 AOpen and MMD announced
the Philips Smart Insert for an ideal
mounting solution to attach the media
player to the display. This means that if one
of the products needs a replacement, the
customer only needs to replace one item,
thus lowering the total cost of ownership.
Other key benefits include: providing an
optimal fit on the wall, maximum flexibility,
easy upgrades, tidy cable management,

green solution, hardware operability tested
and certified.
Wilfred De Man, Director Sales &
Marketing EMEA, MMD Monitors &
Displays concludes: “We are proud to
announce our partnership with AOpen with
these bundled packages. This is another
sign that the Smart Insert solution offers
ultimate flexibility for system integrators and
solution providers, as opposed to all-in-one
digital signage devices.”
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National Bank of Greece i-Bank Store Breaks
New Ground in Interactivity and Immersion
When looking for a new, exciting and innovative way to present
an entire gamut of i-bank services, the National Bank of Greece
(NBG) decided to “boldly go where no bank had gone before”.
Meet the i-bank concept store – the Mall Athens – Maroussi.
THE STAKES
NBG needed to find a way to create a
new dynamic for customers, underlining a
futuristic approach while at the same time
making banking easier, more efficient and
more interesting for clients. For the first time
in Greece, NBG wanted to combine banking
business on a self-service basis via i-bank
services with fun, learning and interaction.

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT
In total, 15 different divisions were involved,
with more than 70 people contributing their
knowledge and their passion in the i-bank
store vision. The Mall Athens store is the
first of three stores that are planned. “Our
sourcing process includes a structured
investigation of potential vendors for
any project,” says Nelly Tzakou, General
Manager, Group Chief Operations officer,
Global Transaction Services - Group Head
at NBG. “In this particular case, since the
digital element was key for the successful
launch of the first i-bank store, we focused
our efforts from drafting the very first RFI
to ending up with the short-list. Then
cleverdooh.org

we asked all short-listed companies to
demonstrate their solutions live, which
played heavily in our decision-making
process.” At the heart of the audio-visual
process is C-nario “Messenger” a complete
digital signage software solution. Mrs.
Tzakou says C-nario’s strength in the
market was a key factor in the decisionmaking process. “C-nario scored high in
all our predefined criteria we had set for
this demanding project. Our evaluation
form with more than 20 key points we
wanted to ensure, helped really point out
the differences in the final short-list. The
C-nario team did an excellent job exhibiting
their proven solution in similar projects and
demonstrated a strong commitment in
supporting us after sales.” “Digital signage
has become an important element in
modern banking, allowing a more effective
customer experience and communication,”
says Tamir Ginat, C-nario’s CEO. “It is only
natural that NBG chose digital signage as
a primary means to raise public awareness
to the tremendous potential and benefits of
e-banking.”

© NBG

Boldly Going Where No
Bank Has Gone Before…
THE RESULT
The NBG i-bank store is a multi-screen,
multi-purpose electronic banking venue that
presents the entire range of i-bank services
such as Internet banking, phone banking,
mobile banking and ATM.
“The innovative digital signage displays
help the NBG i-bank store demonstrate the
concept and possibilities of e-banking, while
creating a high impact and unique customer
experience,” said Ioanna Katzilieri, assistant
general manager of retail banking at NBG.
“The i-bank store is a key component in
NBG’s initiative to enhance digital literacy
in Greece, further positioning the bank as
a leader in innovation and modern banking
services.”

EXTERNAL PARTICIPANTS
IN PROJECT
Concept / Consulting company: allen
international
Prime Contractor / project designer /
integrator: Panou S.A.
Software Platform: C-nario Messenger
Content Provider: allen international, Leo
Burnett, Panou S.A.
Displays: 12 x portrait mode screens forming
a video wall in Full HD (12960 x 1920 pixels)
3 x touch screens in portrait mode – one acts
as an info kiosk and two include augmented
reality and touch games
5 x video projectors – two providing a moving
visual effect on the floor and part of the store
gate, and three that are part of a virtual ceiling
installation with suspended projector screens
in the lounge area.
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Welcome
to the
Future
of Retail
© Intel

The adiVerse Virtual
Footwear Wall from
Adidas and Intel Enables
a New Buying Experience
Adidas unveiled a groundbreaking Virtual Footwear wall earlier this year, running on Intel® Core i7
architecture. Anonymous video analytics enable the wall to recognise the gender of the person
standing in front of it, and also enables the wall to produce more visible products based on their
gender. We asked Chris Aubrey – VP – Global Retail Marketing, Sport Performance at Adidas, how it
works, and what the advantages are.

For example, with a running shoe, people
may have questions about the terrain
where the shoe’s performance is optimal.
Then if the consumer doesn’t like the
colours that are proposed, they can look
for alternatives in a similar range.
cleverdooh.org

What other kinds of information are
available?
The wall offers customers facts such as the
number of goals scored with this product
during the last World Cup, and which
famous players use it. It can also give
practical details like: ‘it’s the lightest shoe
in its class’? The wall even plays videos
and can link into social networking sites so
shoppers can find out what other people
are saying about the products. Here, our
objective is to help validate the consumer’s
purchase decision. If other people are
saying great things about the product, then
they will be more likely to buy.
If the consumer has decided that they
like this product and they want to buy
it, what next?
They just click on “select shoe”. The item is
then sent to their basket and they can take
it with them. Or, if you want to try that shoe
you can put in your details, choose a size,
and then confirm your information. The

wall then sends a member of the staff with
a tablet who completes the transaction
with you. The reason for this is that at this
point you are dealing with very private data
such as email addresses, credit cards and
so on, which you don’t want to display on
a large screen. There is also the option
to login to your account. Then you can
finalise your order and choose to pay by
credit card here or at the cashier, in which
case the data is transferred to our cash
point to finalise the transaction.
Stand D15

IAL
SPEC
REPORT

The wall extends the physical range of
products with virtual products. It is not
our intention to replace physical products,
but we would like to drive more sales and
improve consumer satisfaction by giving
them access to a much greater choice
of products. As a person approaches the
wall, their gender is ascertained and the
product mix will be biased accordingly
in a 70:30 split. The consumer can then
browse through the shoes on the wall and
if they see one that they like, they can
select it, rotate it, look at it from any angle
and zoom in and out. They can get more
information about the products, such
as what sizes are available, prices, and
alternative colours.

digital

outofhome

INTEL’S RETAIL
REVOLUTION

THE
CONNECTED
STORE
Ton
Steenman
Vice President,
Architecture Group
Embedded
General Manager,
Group,
and Communications
Intel Corporation

Footwear Wall
The AdiVerse Virtual
Intel
from Adidas and

Jose
Avalos
Director,
Retail & DS WW
Division,
Embedded Computing
Intel Corporation

May 2011

Read more about Intel’s
retail revolution in the
SPECIALreport “The
Connected Store”,
published by Cleverdis.
Download the SPECIALreport at
www.cleverdooh.org or
pick up a copy at the
Intel booth D15!
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The Message is in The Cloud

Ubisign’s CEO Outlines His Vision of the Future of Digital Signage
Digital Signage is a powerful communication tool, enabled by the seamless integration of several
technologies. Defining what content to show, where and when to show it and being able to target
your audiences precisely and efficiently, can only be made possible by using the right software and
web services. Ubisign has developed new and efficient ways of managing networked displays from
a remote central location, with information nestled “in the cloud”. We asked company CEO, Pedro
Machado, to tell us about current trends.
In terms of business models, it is evident
that cloud-based services are gaining
momentum. We are also seeing the onset
of new formats in display technologies. The
use of large displays will be supplemented
by a number of smaller screen formats,
such as networked picture frames.
Interactivity is becoming more popular this
year.
We are seeing more recognition
applications, and there is more interaction
with mobile technologies. User-generated
content and social media will be major
trends for the future. The roadmap as to
how we can integrate these two worlds is
still not clear, but we are getting there.

Digital Signage
allows retailers
to reach
customers where
they are more
receptive to the
messages –
near the
point-of-sale.

How is Ubisign catering to the trend
towards networked players?
Our market is based on SMB companies.
Indeed, since the formation of Ubisign,
99% of our customers have been in the
SMB category. In the past, these smaller
companies had simple displays or TVs
connected to a DVD players, but now with
a little bit of investment, they can show
more engaging content, and this trend will
continue.
How can digital signage help branding?
The traditional media that brands use
to get in touch with their customers are
changing as people watch less TV and use
more mobile technology. Digital Signage
allows retailers to reach customers where
they are more receptive to the messages
– near the point-of-sale. Brand marketers
need to understand that Digital Signage is
not a “TV-like” medium. There had been
an initial movement in which some brands
tried to mimic TV on Digital Signage.
They apparently didn’t understand that in
order to be effective they must generate
engaging content that stirs an instant call
to action.
If I were a potential project manager,
why should I work with Ubisign?
We understand how to make Digital
Signage effective and efficient. We are
keen to work with anyone who wants to
add value to their services since we are a
solution and technology provider. We can
customise applications to fit the individual
customer needs.
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Pedro Machado
CEO of Ubisign
Pedro Machado is an IT engineer graduated
from the Minho University, one of most
recognized Portuguese universities. He
started his career at the same university
where he graduated as a researcher and
Ubisign is a company that originated as a
start-up from the university, a partnership
of two colleagues: Pedro Machado and
Rui José. Ubisign ended up catching the
attention of PRIMAVERA Business Software
Solutions one of the main software houses
in the country and is nowadays part of its
business group and Pedro Machado is
100% dedicated to development of Ubisign’s
business.

www.ubisign.com

Stand B23
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Top Line Technology Tucked
Away Inside
Digital Signage is Smarter … and Connected – With Windows
Embedded Standard 7
Connected digital signage is booming – set to triple in volume by 2013. With this expansion comes the
vital need to meet ever-growing customer demands for technical innovation and reliability.
creating rich media applications and
business applications. In addition to this,
Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF)
is a next-generation presentation system
for building Windows applications with
visually stunning user experiences on
a range of standalone and browserhosted applications. It includes features
for common user interface elements such as
2D/3D rendering, vector graphics, runtime
animation, and multimedia playback.
Already early in 2010, W indows
Embedded announced a collaboration
with Intel to help enhance the customer
experience by giving OEMs the tools and
technologies needed to build the next
generation of digital signage applications.
Then, later in the year, Microsoft, Intel and
NEC announced they had entered into
a relationship to provide an integrated
digital signage offering for the global
market. The result is an optimised digital
signage platform that addresses the retail
and digital signage market’s need for
a more streamlined, high-performance
and dependable solution that supports
digital content, interactivity, intelligence and
lifecycle management.
The development of digital signage
systems is in fact driven by an assortment
of customer requirements. To eliminate
disk drive failures, devices need to boot
from solid-state media. Unattended
devices also require a highly secure, locked
down operating system. Smooth and
quick system recovery from power outages
or simply from the nightly power-down is
cleverdooh.org

another concern in retail and other markets
with unpredictable power supplies. OS
pop-up messages also must be blocked
from being displayed at inappropriate times.
Windows Embedded Standard 7 is a new
system that offers a number of advantages
including high performance, familiarity,
and the reliability of the Windows OS in a
componentised form.
RICH MEDIA AND USER EXPERIENCE
For a compelling user experience,
devices should employ rich graphics
and multimedia along with natural user
interfaces such as speech and touch.
These features are key to engaging the
user and increasing interaction. The
user interface is an area where Windows
Embedded Standard 7 offers unique
advantages such as Windows Touch for
multi-touch gesture interfaces that include
Pan, Flick, and Zoom.
Windows Embedded Standard 7 also
offers unique features for rich interface design.
For example, it includes Microsoft Silverlight,
a powerful development platform for

About Microsoft
Microsoft has been investing in the
embedded market for 14 years since the
launch of CE 1.0. Windows Embedded
now includes the CE product line, with
the public CTP of Windows Embedded
Compact 7 currently available, Windows
Embedded Standard 7 which offers
a fully componentized Windows 7 for
embedded devices, Windows Embedded
Server, and specialized solutions including
Windows Embedded POSReady for retail
and Windows Embedded Handheld for
handheld terminals.
For more information about accelerating
your time to market, easy-to-use tools
and design features, free evaluation kits,
and a broad ecosystem of expert
partners and community support, please
visit www.windowsembedded.com

How to Buy
http://www.microsoft.com/
windowsembedded/en-us/about/
howtobuy.mspx
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4th International Show on
DIGITAL OUT OF HOME (DOOH),
DIGITAL SIGNAGE & MOBILE MARKETING

COMMUNICATE DIGITAL
28 th & 29 th SEPTEMBER - Hall 1 IFEMA, Feria de Madrid, Spain

100 EXHIBITORS / 150 CONFERENCES
10.000 PROFESSIONAL VISITORS
Digital Comuncation Solutions For
DOOH!
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www.total-media.es
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When Differentiation Counts…
© DR

Sony Professional’s Ziris Canvas Range Adds New and Exciting
Possibilities to Display Configurations

Vue Cinema – Westfield, London

With organisations seeking ever more novel ways to communicate with consumers, Sony Professional’s
Ziris Canvas provides unlimited creative possibilities. It provides the freedom to create eye-catching
display layouts, playing HD resolution content in any size, shape or orientation.

CASE EXAMPLE
The massive Vue Cinema chain has already
implemented the Ziris Professional suite
at all of their 68 cinemas around the UK
highlighting Vue’s food and film promotions
to its 32-million annual customers. At
the Westfield site in particular, Vue has
implemented the Ziris Canvas, a high
cleverdooh.org

For more information, visit
www.pro.sony.eu/canvas

© DR

impact video wall powered by 15 PS3’s
to emphasise their state-of-the-art cinema
branding. “The beauty of Sony’s Ziris
software is that we can chop and change
the content and do whatever we like,
whenever we want from our Head Office,”
said Roland Jones, IT Director at Vue. It
is an innovative step from static poster to
updatable content which can be connected
to continually changing prices and offers.
The project provides a focal point for retail
and marketing departments to automatically
monitor the entire digital signage network,
or pinpoint exactly what is being transmitted
at any multiplex in order to tailor specific
messaging. In addition for Vue, the solution
is scalable to accommodate the company’s
continual expansion.
The creative opportunities offered by Ziris
Canvas allow brands and businesses to
become more engaging and innovative,
strengthening loyalty and perception with
their audiences. Ziris Canvas can easily
be controlled from remote locations; an
ability which is further enhanced by realtime status monitoring, ensuring that any
problems are alerted to the administrator
immediately.

Ziris Canvas display in operation
© DR

The Ziris Canvas range provides a highly
scalable and novel way for businesses to
engage with audiences with great impact.
The system allows an unlimited number
of HD displays to play out content either
individually or rendered across a number
of screens at one time. A mix of different
screen sizes can be used, with displays
hung in portrait, landscape or arbitrary
angled rotations. They can be arranged
in creative or random layout patterns including 3D.
The technology, which is powered by
the Cell Processor developed for Sony
PlayStation 3 (PS3), provides guaranteed
reliability and scalability. Each screen is
connected to a single, customised PS3kiosk, running Ziris View content play-out
software.

Vue’s state-of-the art cinemas
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90 content sources?
100 remote displays?
6 signal types?

Quality That Goes the Distance
Whatever the signal type, cable medium or distance, Magenta
Research easily enables the extension, distribution and switching
of pro AV signals over structured wiring or fiber.
Magenta’s products deliver unparalleled replication, reliability
and longevity, key components in allowing your installation to
run 24/7, 365 days a year.

+1.860.210.0546
sales@magenta-research.com
www.magenta-research.com

© DR

Marketplace
An Out of Home Digital Media solution will most usually bring into play anything up to ten or so
different participants representing a wide range of skill sets. In order that you are able to find the ideal
partner for the planning and realisation of your project, you will find here below the definition of the
principal roles involved:
CONSULTANT AGENCIES
Communication or marketing agencies
specialised in advising on the deployment
and installation of the narrowcast
apparatus, as well as the internal
communications needed.

SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS
developers and publishers of software
solutions for Out of Home Digital Media
systems, data transfer and control of
systems such as allowing multimedia
players to work autonomously or be
programmed remotely.

CONSULTANTS
Out of Home Digital Media specialists
in marketing and communication
research.

STORAGE HOUSES
companies specialised in the storage of
servers and data.

CONTENT CREATORS
graphic designers specialised in the
production of content specifically for Out
of Home Digital Media.

INTEGRATORS
specialists in the optimisation of
hardware and software packages as well
as the set up of systems.

CONTENT SUPPLIERS
companies who supply regularly updated
content both online and offline including
weather bulletins, traffic updates,
financial information etc.

INSTALLERS
screen deployment and system
maintenance specialists.

MANUFACTURERS
makers of screens, servers, players and
other accessories.

Choose
your
partner

ADVERTISING BROKERS
companies who look after the
commercialisation and maximisation of
the financial potential of a given network.

DISTRIBUTORS
companies that take care of the
importing and distribution of Out of
Home Digital Media hardware and
software.

cleverdooh.org
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Market Place

Hyundai IT
Europe GmbH
Display manufacturer

Kreuzberger Ring 7a
65205 Wiesbaden
Germany
Tel: +49 (0)611-20506-0
Fax: +49 (0)611-20506210
info@hyundaiit.eu
www.hyundaiit.com
KEY FIGURES
Legal form: GmbH
Year of creation: 2000
Headquarters: Hyundai IT Corp., South Korea
Number of offices Europe: 6
Number of offices Worldwide: 12
CONTACTS
France
Alain Kestler
Phone: +33 155472660
france@hyundaiit.eu

Spain
Jae Do

Phone: +34 911 278 553
spain@hyundaiit.eu

Germany
Bernd Hoffmann
Phone: +49 (0)611-20506-122
germany@hyundaiit.eu

UK
Young Hoon Shin
Phone: +49 (0)611-20506-0
uk@hyundaiit.eu

Poland
Adam Parzonka
Phone: +48 605414565
poland@hyundaiit.eu

Scandinavia
Tommy
Pettersson

HYUNDAI IT, with headquarters in Seoul/
Korea, has been an international leading
manufacturer of high-end display products
since 1984. With a focus on public displays,
HYUNDAI IT offers a wide range of both
indoor as well as outdoor digital signage
solutions. Innovative stereoscopic 3D-, touch

screen- and customized displays complete the
product portfolio. HYUNDAI IT’s research,
development and production facilities con
sistently supply cutting-edge, innovative
technologies that represent outstanding value
for money.

MAIN PRODUCTS & SOLUTIONS
n Indoor Digital Signage

Metal Frame Displays [19”- 82”]
Key Features: metal frame housing,
professional panel, landscape/portrait, slim
bezel, integrated video wall function,
permanent operations, options: touch screen,
tempered glass, motion sensor, auto-brightness
sensor, LED backlight, open frame type.
Ultra Narrow Bezel Displays [46”]
Key Features: super narrow bezel (only 7.3mm
2 displays side-by-side), integrated video wall
function.
Stand-Alone Displays [46”, 52”]
Key Features: professional panel, tempered
security glass, touch screen function, flexible
individualization.
Embedded PC [42”, 46”]
Key Features: built-in PC (customized
configuration).
Wide View Displays [19”, 43”]
Key Features: stretched screen format, metal
frame housing, landscape/portrait.
Sunlight-Ready Displays [40”, 46”, 55”]
Key Features: sunlight-ready indoor displays
(optical bonding technology, transflective
panel technology, UV coating, high brightness,
anti-reflection).
ADCALATOR ™ [20”]
Key Features: a smart digital signage display
solution for escalators, that also cares for health
and safety related needs.
n Outdoor Digital Signage Displays [46”, 70”]
Key Features: all-weather-proof (IP65),
sunlight-ready outdoor display (transflective
panel technology, UV coating, high brightness,
anti-reflection), LED backlight with over
2.500cd/m2, anti graffiti/anti-vandal security
glass, intelligent cooling & heating system,
auto-brightness sensor.

n Stereoscopic 3D Displays [24”, 32”, 46”]
Key Features: usable for 2D/3D contents,
polarized 3D glasses, 3D software package,
also as video wall solution available.
n Touch Screen [17”-70”]
Key Features: various touch screen
technologies, HID compatible, Windows 7/
Linux compatible .
n LCD TFT Monitors [17”-27”]
Key Features: fast response time, high contrast,
LED backlight.

© Photos: Hyundai

Phone: +46 133292927
scandinavia@hyundaiit.eu
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Minicom Digital Signage
Players (hardware)
manufacturer

Überlandstr. 107
8600 Dübendorf
Switzerland
+41 44 823 8001
www.minicomdigitalsignage.com

COMPANY PROFILE
As a leader in the Digital Signage industry,
Minicom Digital Signage (MDS) provides
advanced media distribution and innovative
management solutions based on cutting edge
technology in order to reduce OPEX and
enhance the value of Digital Signage networks.
MDS’ mission is to offer network operators,
integrators and distributors, solutions which
allow the distribution of rich content from a
player to multiple remote digital displays, in
order to bring the highest added value to the
network at the lowest capital and operational
costs.

Know-how & main
products
KEY FIGURES
Creation : 2009
Legal Form : LTD
Number of offices worldwide: 3
• European office in Switzerland
• North American office in New York
• MEA & APAC office in Israel

CONTACTS
André Koitzsch

Sales Director
Europe
andré.koitzsch@minicomds.com

Esteban Perez

Sales Manager
Latin America, Spain & Italy
esteban.perez@minicomds.com

Morgan
Angove

MDS portfolio comprises legacy products and
new generation solutions which provide
innovative and comprehensive answers to the
ever-growing challenges of the digital signage
industry.
From its legacy products, Minicom DS is well
known for its DS Vision 3000, which offers
flawless transmission of audio, video and serial
signals and. With DS Vision 3000, integrators
& network owners have come to rely on
Minicom’s CAT5 and optical fiber-based
hardware systems to deliver high resolution,
high performance multimedia content.
Today, MDS is offering an innovative and
comprehensive solution - DS Vision Digital which distributes real-time digital noncompressed full HD content to multiple
terminals, as well as managing multiple remote
display assets, from a single location using
Proof-of-Performance technology.
More recently, MDS has added to its portfolio
ScreenGate Management Gateway (SMG) –
see diagram below – a software which acts as
an interface to ensure the delivery of the right

content to the right device at the right time.
SMG allows maximum display uptime,
increased network accountability, optimized
business process and reduced integration costs.

EUROPEAN
PARTNERS
AVNet, STI, CUC, ITworx, Venco, Saben,
C&C .
References
Larnaca Airport in Cyprus.
The goal of the Larnaca Airport was to
build a state of the art media showcase,
utilising innovative approaches to airport
sales and advertising, while providing a
pleasant experience to the 5 million potential
passengers travelling through the Larnaca
Airport every year. In order to reach this goal,
MDS offered a cost effective solution which
turned the numerous waiting areas, into an
opportunity to grab passengers’ attention
to advertisement, while entertaining them
through engaging content delivered in high
quality. In order to ensure the successful
deployment of over 350 displays, MDS
provided transmission units of DS Vision 3000
allowing for the same channel to be played
on numerous displays simultaneously.The
Digital Signage network was successfully
installed and running seven months after
the beginning of the operation, respecting
the manufacturer’s deadlines and providing
outstanding technical support.
This installation at the Larnaca Airport’s digital
signage network is an excellent illustration of
MDS’ capacity to provide the most adapted
solution with the best added value and the
lowest cost of operation for our clients,
namely: lower risk of display downtime,
increased processing speed, and optimization
of the number of places with Digital Signage
content displayed for an increasing number of
passenger, while keeping cost of operations as
low as possible.
MDS has won the Viscom Digital Signage
Best Practice Awards 2010, along with
GnosySoft, its partner in Cyprus, for the
digital signage installation in the Larnaca
International Airport in Cyprus.

Sales Manager
France, UK & Benelux
morgan.angove@minicomds.com

ScreenGate Management Gateway
manages the infrastructure
ScreenGate Management Gateway
integrated with front-end systems
cleverdooh.org
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Market Place
Stand C31

Indoor and
Outdoor Displays
manufacturer

PO Box 46
FI-02201 Espoo
Finland
Tel. +358-9-420 01
sales.ops@planar.com
www.planar.com
KEY FIGURES
Legal form: Limited Company
Year of creation: 1983
HQ Europe: Espoo, Finland
HQ Corporate: Portland, Oregon
Global locations: China, Italy, France, the
UK and Middle East
Turnover: Planar Systems Inc.
USD 176 million in 2010
CONTACTS
Peter Jones
Regional Sales Director
United Kingdom &
Southern Europe
peter.jones@planar.com

Karri Kuusikko

LC Series Outdoor Digital
Signage Modules

Account Manager
Germany, Northern &
Eastern Europe, Russia,
German speaking countries
karri.kuusikko@planar.com

COMPANY PROFILE
Planar Systems, Inc (NASDAQ:PLNR) is a
global leader of specialty display technology
providing hardware solutions for the world’s
most demanding environments. Hospitals,
space and military programs, utility and
transportation hubs, retailers, banks,
government agencies, businesses, and home
theater enthusiasts all depend on Planar to
provide superior performance when image
experience is of the highest importance.

MAIN PRODUCTS &
SOLUTIONS
Planar Systems is a global display provider
with a vast catalog of products and specializes
in custom display projects to suit demanding
display needs. Below outlined are some
demos, which will be shown at ScreenMedia
Expo in London and DSE 2011 in Essen.
n LB3251WHW Indoor Digital Signage
Display
The LB3251WHW is an ultra-thin HD
resolution display with both an HDMI or
fiber optic interface and features an LED
backlighting and rugged enclosure. The
display delivers an all-in-one solution for
indoor signage.
n LC Series Outdoor Digital Signage
Modules
The LC Series 32’’ and 46’’ digital signage
modules deliver round-the-clock operation
in all types of weather, are designed to
withstand -30° F to 122° F temperatures and
feature sustained brightness and a fail-safe
design that ensures always-on reliability. The
LC46 and LCD32 also offer field-replaceable
lamps that prevent downtime.
n Clarity™ Matrix 55’’ LCD Video Wall
module
The Clarity™ Matrix 55’’ LCD Video Wall
System is a 55” ultra-narrow bezel LCD with
the smallest gap of any LCD video wall at
only 5.7mm (image-to-image). The Clarity™
Matrix 55’’ expands the Clarity™ Matrix LCD
Video Wall family, utilizing its unique
design, which provides a shallow install
depth of only 3.6’’/93mm, Easy-Axis™
Mounting System with 6-axis of adjustment
for perfect panel-to-panel alignment, offboard power supplies and electronics for
reduced weight, heat, depth, noise and
points of failure at the LCD, and built-in dual
link input and processing that enables
flexible content delivery to the video wall.
The Clarity™ Matrix 55’’ also incorporates
LED backlight technology with superb
brightness and Full HD resolution
(1920x1080).
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Partners - Resellers
Future Electronics Austria GmbH (Austria) •
Nijkerk Electronics N.V. (Belgium) • Amtek
Spol. s.r.o. (Czech Republic & Slovakia)
• Eltech Automation A/S (Denmark) •
Densitron Nordic Oy (Finland) • A2L, Dynamic
Trading and Eurocomposant S.A. (France)
• Able Design GmbH (Germany) • Star
Elettronica s.r.l. (Italy) • Nijkerk Electronics
B.V. (The Netherlands) • Acte Norway AS
(Norway) • AMTEK spol. s.r. o. (Poland) • CECMC (Russia) • Prosoft (Russia & other CIS
countries) • Arrow-Iberia (Spain) • Emcomp
Scandinavia AB (Sweden) • Invertag Ag
(Switzerland) • Pacer Components Plc.,
Trident and Densitron Display Solutions
(United Kingdom)

LB3251WHW Indoor
Digital Signage Display

Clarity™ Matrix 55»
LCD Video Wall module

© Photos: Planar Systems Inc.

Planar Systems Oy

Stand E23

Scala Connected Signage
Digital Signage &
Advertising Management
Software

Scala BV
Amerikalaan 70B
6199 AE Maastricht-Airport
The Netherlands
Tel: +31 – 43 – 35 88 300
Fax: +31 – 43 – 35 88 301
info@scala.nl
www.scala.com
KEY FIGURES
Legal form: Private Company
Year of creation: 1987
Headquarters: Scala Inc. Exton,
Pennsylvania, US
European offices are established in The
Netherlands, the UK, Norway, Germany and
France.
Number of offices worldwide: 11
Number of clients worldwide: 8000+ in over
100 countries

CONTACT
Oscar ELIZAGA
Vice-President
EMEA, India & Latin-America

COMPANY PROFILE
Scala, a pioneer in the digital signage market
since 1987, is today one of the world leaders in
digital signage software management, driving
more than 500 000 screens across the globe.
By combining digital and traditional signage
systems, Scala has become the world’s first
connected signage company, offering the
leading platform for content creation,
management and distribution in digital
signage networks, and the first unified
platform for advertising management of both
traditional and digital signage networks.

Scala’s goal is to provide solutions to centrally
manage networks of screens that are reliable,
easy to use and scalable so customers can
create and broadcast their messages in a costeffective way to inform, educate or motivate
their audience.
Scala is headquartered near Philadelphia,
USA, and has subsidiaries in Canada, The
Netherlands, France, Norway, Germany,
Japan and India, as well as more than 500
partners in more than 90 countries. More
information is available at www.scala.com.

MAIN PRODUCTS & SOLUTIONS
Scala offers a comprehensive suite based on
a single platform:
nS
 CALA Designer 5®: a truly unique
and diverse application that allows you
to create stunning and imaginative
multimedia productions – utilizing
motion, color, graphics, text animation,
video, sound design, and special effects –
while creatively highlighting the message
you want to emphasize. Designer is the
fastest, most cost-effective solution for
creating truly dynamic content for digital
signage.
n SCALA

Content Manager 5®: a
breakthrough in broadcast distribution,
scheduling, and management. Utilizing
an intuitive, internet-based interface, Scala
scripts and media are effectively organized,
delivered, and updated. Manage your
digital signage content with plan-based
content management, planning, and
scheduling tools from any internetconnected computer in the world.
nS
 CALA Player 5®: Scala Player provides
stable reliable multimedia playback for
virtually any environment – 24/7/365. The

Player will continuously run and update
content on dynamic signage displays
according to the plan set in place by the
Content Manager. The Player reports back
on its health and on what content played to
ensure that the network is running just as
you had intended.
nS
 CALA QuickStart® - provides the
power, flexibility and reliability of Scala
through a quick, easy and cost effective
digital signage deployment for companies
seeking a solution for smaller networks,
based on Scala’s SaaS service.
nS
 CALA SignChannel® - SignChannel
is a revolutionary new service for easy
to use, do-it-yourself digital signage.
Small business owners can purchase a
SignChannel certified device, install it
themselves, log on to signchannel.com,
and easily create and manage their own
content.
Beyond its software offerings, Scala
supports all their customers by providing
user training, SaaS hosting, and all related
services (support, project management,
certification, etc.).

References

© RR

The company’s digital signage customers include Rabobank, IKEA, Burger King, T-Mobile, Virgin
MegaStore, Warner Brothers, The Life Channel, Rikstoto, Repsol, NorgesGruppen, Audi, ECE
Flatmedia, Kaufhof (Metro Group) and thousands more. Advertising management customers include
CBS Outdoor, Clear Channel Outdoor and Newad, among others.

cleverdooh.org
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Events Calendar

EVENTS 2011
May 18th – 19th, 2011
SCREENMEDIA EXPO
London, UK
S c re e n m e d i a E x p o h a s
demonstrated consistent
growth year after year and
has solidified itself as one of
the industry’s biggest digital
signage and DOOH media
event in Europe.
www.screenevents.co.uk
May 24th – 26th, 2011
DIGITAL SIGNAGE EXPO
Essen, Germany

September 8th – 13th, 2011
IBC 2011 CONFERENCE
AND EXHIBITION
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
IBC is one of the leading
international forum for the
electronics media industry,
not to be missed for everyone
involved in the world of content,
creation, management and
delivery.
www.ibc.org
September 14th – 16th, 2011
5TH MUNICH DIGITAL SIGNAGE

CONFERENCE 2011 AND
E u ro p e ’s h i g h l y - f o c u s e d
international trade showcase
OVAB EUROPE 2011 ANNUAL
exclusively concerned with all
MEMBERSHIP MEETING
digital signage related topics
such as in-store TV, digital- Munich, Germany
media, ad screens, content
One of Europe’s leading
and solutions.
digital signage conferences
www.digitalsignageeurope.com/dsAF_UBISIGN anuncio185X120HIGH.pdf
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of-home advertising, dynamic
signage and the future of
targeted communication.
www.invidis-consulting.de
September 27th – 29th, 2011
VISCOM PARIS
Paris, France

Viscom is an exciting
shop window for the most
innovative applications, trends
and techniques in visual
communication at the service
of the graphics industry
professionals and annoncers,
where all concepts and
technics are shown.
www.viscom-paris.com

continually strive to break
new ground in the world of
visual communication, digital
signage, solutions for digital
imaging centres and design
and innovations.
www.sign-viscom.com
October 13th – 15th, 2011
VISCOM DUSSELDORF

Dusseldorf, Germany
Viscom connects the
entire international visual
communication community,
presenting
innovative
technologies and the latest
developments in the field.
www.viscom-messe.com

October 6th – 8th, 2011
VISCOM SIGN
Madrid, Spain
A one-of-a kind platform,
which brings together
cutting-edge companies that

Cleverdis’
Partner

Retail Banking

Digital Menu Boards

Automotive Interactivity
Corporate Communications

AdvertisingWayfinding

Outdoor

www.scala.com
USA • THE NETHERLANDS • JAPAN • CHINA • NORWAY • UK • FRANCE • CANADA • SWEDEN • GERMANY • INDIA

The Global Leader in
Digital Signage Software and
Advertising Management Software

©2011 Scala. Scala and the Exclamation Point Logo are registered trademarks of Scala, Inc.

Signs with a digital IQ.
Managed directly from HQ.
Digital signage solutions based on Intel® Core™ processors are equipped with
Intel® Active Management Technology that enables remote content updates,
diagnostics, and troubleshooting, without sending a single truck into the eld.
And that adds up to lower costs, and a higher ROI.

Learn more at intel.com/go/digitalsignage.
Copyright

© 2011 Intel Corporation. Intel, the Intel logo, Intel Sponsors of Tomorrow™ and Intel Sponsors of Tomorrow logos are trademarks of Intel Corporation in the U.S. and/or other countries.

